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Abstract

Dynamic epistemic logics describe the epistemic consequences of ac-
tions. Public announcement logic, in particular, describe the consequences
of public announcements. As such, these logics are descriptive – they de-
scribe what agents can do. In this paper we discuss what rational agents will
or should do. We consider situations where each agent has a goal, a typi-
cally epistemic formula he or she would like to become true, and where the
available actions are public announcements. What will each agent announce,
assuming common knowledge of the situation? The truth value of the goal
formula typically depends on the announcements made by several agents,
hence we have a game theoretic scenario. We discuss possible solutions of
such public announcement games.

1 Introduction

Dynamic epistemic logics describe the epistemic consequences of actions. Public
announcement logic, in particular, describe the consequences of public announce-
ments. As such, these logics are descriptive – they describe what agents can do,
what pre- and post- conditions are, and so on. However, there is little predictive
work in this area, describing what rational agents will do. In this paper we consider
situations where each agent has a goal, a typically epistemic formula he or she
would like to become true, and where the available actions are public announce-
ments. What will each agent announce, assuming common knowledge of the situa-
tion? The truth value of the goal formula typically depends on the announcements
made by several agents, hence we have a game theoretic scenario.

We make the following assumptions:

• agents have incomplete information about the world;

• agents have goals in the form of epistemic formulae, and agents’ goals are
common knowledge among all agents;
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• each agent choose a (truthful) announcement (a formula she knows to be
true);

• all agents make their announcements simultaneously; and

• all agents act rationally, i.e., they try to obtain their goals.

What can we say about how such agents will, or should, act?
In the next section we review the syntax and semantics of public announce-

ment logic and some concepts from game theory. In Section 3 we introduce a for-
mal model of public announcement games, and we discuss some possible solution
concepts in Section 4 before we conclude in Section 5.

2 Background

2.1 Public Announcement Logic

The language Lpal of public announcement logic (PAL) [8] over a set of agents
N = {1, . . . , n} and a set of primitive propositions Θ is defined as follows, where
i is an agent and p ∈ Θ:

ϕ ::= p | Kiϕ | ¬ϕ | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | [!ϕ1]ϕ2

We write 〈!ϕ1〉ϕ2 resp. K̂iϕ for the duals ¬[!ϕ1]¬ϕ2 and ¬Ki¬ϕ.
A Kripke structure over N and Θ is a tuple M = (S,∼1, . . . ,∼n, V ) where

S is a set of states, ∼i ⊆ S × S is an epistemic indistinguishability relation and
is assumed to be an equivalence relation for each agent i, and V : Θ → S assigns
primitive propositions to the states in which they are true. A pointed Kripke struc-
ture is a pair (M, s) where s is a state in M . In this paper we will assume that
Kripke structures are finite and connected.

The interpretation of formulae in a pointed Kripke structure is defined as fol-
lows (the other clauses are defined in usual truth-functional way).

M, s |= Kiϕ iff for every t such that s ∼i t, M, t |= ϕ

M, s |= [!ϕ]ψ iff M, s |= ϕ implies that M |ϕ, s |= ψ

where M |ϕ = (S′,∼′
1, . . . ,∼′

n, V
′) such that S′ = {s′ ∈ S : M, s′ |= ϕ};

∼′
i = ∼i ∩(S′ × S′); V ′(p) = V (p) ∩ S′.

The purely epistemic fragment of the language (i.e., formulae not contain-
ing public announcement operators [!ϕ]) is denoted Lel. It was already shown
in Plaza’s original publication on that logic [8] that the language of PAL is no more
expressive than the purely epistemic fragment.
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2.2 Strategic Games

An strategic game is a tuple G = 〈N, {Ai : i ∈ N}, {ui : i ∈ N}〉 where

• N is the finite set of players

• for each i ∈ N , Ai is the set of strategies (or actions) available to i. A =
×j∈NAj is the set of strategy profiles.

• for each i ∈ N , ui : A → R is the payoff function for i, mapping each
strategy profile to a number.

A strategy profile is a (pure strategy) Nash equilibrium if every strategy is the
best response of that agent to the strategies of the other agents, i.e., if the agent can
not do any better by choosing a different strategy given that the strategies of the
other agents are fixed. A strategy for an agent is weakly dominant if it is as least
as good for that again as any other strategy, no matter which strategies the other
agents choose.

3 Public Announcement Games

Formally, a public announcement game models the agents’ knowledge, and thereby
available announcements, and goals:

Definition 1 (Public Announcement Game) An (n-player) public announcement
game (PAG) is a tuple

AG = 〈M,γ1, . . . , γn〉

where M is an epistemic structure, and γi ∈ Lel is the goal formula for agent i. A
pointed PAG is a tuple (AG, s) whereAG is a PAG and s a state inAG. A strategy
for agent i in a pointed PAG is a formula ϕi such that M, s |= Kiϕi.

It is now very natural to associate a strategic game with any pointed PAG
(AG, s): strategies, or actions, correspond to the individual announcements the
agents can choose between, and a goal is satisfied iff it is true after all agents si-
multaneously make their chosen announcement. Formally:

Definition 2 (State Game) The state game G(AG, s) associated with state s of
PAG AG = 〈M,γi, . . . , γn〉 is defined by N = {1, . . . , n}, Ai = {ϕi : M, s |=
Kiϕi} and

ui(〈ϕ1, . . . , ϕn〉) =
{

1 M, s |= 〈!K1ϕ1 ∧ · · ·Knϕn〉γi

0 otherwise

Like in Boolean games [2, 7], binary utilities are implicit in public announcement
games; an agent’s goal is either satisfied or not.
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Counting strategies in the state game A point to note is that all PAGs over finite
epistemic structures can be seen as having only finitely many strategies, since there
can be only finitely many announcements with different epistemic content. One
can even enumerate those strategies, and the strategies can be described in a way
independent from the actual state s.

Given a model M with players N = {1, ..., n}, suppose that player i has m
equivalence classes. We can show that the number of strategies for i is 2m−1.
Given that i has m equivalence classes, and that there are 2m different subsets of a
set of m elements, there are 2m unions of i-equivalence classes. Observe that the
denotation of any announcement made by player i must be such a union, as player
i only announces what she knows to be true: her announcement has form Kiϕ.
How many of those contain a given actual state? This number now is independent
from that state. This is because for each such union of i-equivalence classes, its
complement on the domain is also a union of i-equivalence classes; and any state
should therefore be either in one or the other. In other words, we are counting the
different ways to partition the domain in two parts (which we call a dichotomy)
such that the partition induced by player i is a refinement of that. Therefore there
are 2m

2 = 2m−1 disjoint pairs of unions of i-equivalence classes.
In terms of announcements made by player i, a strategy for i as defined above

should be seen as an announcement whether player i knows something, instead
of the standard announcement that player i knows something. The something the
knowledge is about is the formula Kiϕ, in other words, it is a (strictly speaking)
non-deterministic event !KiKiϕ∪!Ki¬Kiϕ. Given positive and negative intro-
spection this can be equated with non-deterministic event !Kiϕ∪!¬Kiϕ. (Or, al-
ternatively, any other two exclusive known formulas considered to be a convenient
description for the given game. See the example below.) As for a given state s only
of these can succeed, the event is functional and total. Therefore this is a proper
strategy in the game theoretical sense.

Example 3 Consider the following formal model of a situation: a two-player
pointed PAG (〈M,γAnn, γBill〉, s), where M is the following structure

•¬pB ,pA
t

Ann •pB ,pA
s

Bill •pB ,¬pA
u

and
γAnn = (KBpA ∨KB¬pA) → (KApB ∨KA¬pB)
γBill = (KApB ∨KA¬pB) → (KBpA ∨KB¬pA)

It is common knowledge that Ann’s goal is that Bill does not get to know
whether pA is true unless Ann gets to know whether pB is true, and similarly the
other way around. Actually, pA is true and Ann knows this, and the same for pB

and Bill. Ann does not know whether Bill already knows pA, and similarly for
Bill/Ann/pB . Furthermore,Ann does not know whether pB is true, but she knows
that if pB is false then Bill already knows that pA is true, and similarly for Bill.
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In s each agent can make two announcements with different information con-
tent, and the associated state game can thus be seen as a 2× 2 matrix. We use the
following picture to show that the game is associated with the point s:

•¬pB ,pA
t

Ann •pB ,pA
s

Bill

�
�
� •pB ,¬pA

u

> pB

> 11 10
pA 01 11

The figure above uses some notation we will use henceforth: Ann is assumed to be
the row player and Bill the column player; payoff is written xy where x is Ann’s
payoff and y is Bill’s.

Notice that the game above has two Nash equilibria: either both agents an-
nounce their private information, or neither say anything informative. A winning
strategy, for either agent, is to say nothing.

In terms of the enumeration of strategies that we introduced above, as both
players have two equivalence classes, they both have 22−1 = 2 strategies. For
example, Anne’s partition is {t, s}, {u}. The four different unions of equivalence
classes are ∅, {t, s}, {u}, {t, s, u} and the two dichotomies are therefore {∅, {t, s, u}}
and {{t, s}, {u}}. The first can be identied with the non-deterministic announce-
ment ¬KA> ∪KA>, and therefore simply with announcement > (as this holds in
any state), and the second with the non-deterministic announcement !¬KApA∪!KApA,
which we can also see as the alternative between announcing pA or announcing
¬pA (in this example, if Ann does not know pA she knows ¬pA). As we only de-
scribe the game for state s where Ann indeed knows pA, the second cannot actually
occur. For Bill, we can similarly derive the alternatives > and pB . This is wat we
see in the figure.

So a pointed PAG models the type of situations described in Section 1, and
it might be tempting at first sight to view a pointed PAG similarly to a Boolean
game, and use the game theoretic tool chest to define rational outcomes based on
the state game. For example, in Example 3 we identified two Nash equilibria in
the state game. However, observe that in state s neither agent knows that the state
actually is s – and thus they do not necessarily know what the state game is! It is
a fundamental assumption behind solution concepts such as the Nash equilibrium
that the strategic game is common knowledge. Since the state game is not common
knowledge among the two agents, the identification of equilibria of the state game
can therefore not be a reliable method of identifying rational outcomes. Figure 1
illustrates the state games associated with also the two other states of Example 3.
Clearly, if the actual state is s, the state game is not known by any of the players –
in fact, they don’t even know all the actions available to the other player. Indeed,
while (pA, pB) is a Nash equilibrium in the state game in s, it is not in the other
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•¬pB ,pA
t

Ann

�
�
� •pB ,pA

s
Bill

�
�
� •pB ,¬pA

u

�
�
�

> ¬pB

> 01 11
pA 01 11

> pB

> 11 10
pA 01 11

> pB

> 10 10
¬pA 11 11

Figure 1: PAG of Example 3 with state games.

state (t) which Ann considers possible – she does not even know for certain that
pB is a possible action for Bill.

Thus, the situations we are interested in can be modelled as a particular type of
strategic games with imperfect information, where the strategies and information
available in each state are closely interconnected (strategies are information) and
where the same strategies are available in indiscernible states (but not necessarily
in others). We now go on to discuss possible outcomes and solution concepts.
In Section 5 we explain who standard models of strategic games with imperfect
information, such as Bayesian games [3], can be applied to this setting.

4 Solution Concepts

Let us first consider weakly dominant (wd) strategies. It should be clear from the
discussion above that there is a crucial distinction, in a pointed PAG, between:

• the existence of a strategy for an agent which is weakly dominant for that
agent on the one hand, and

• the existence of a strategy for an agent which that agent knows is weakly
dominant on the other,

because it might be the case that there is a strategy which is weakly dominant in
one of the states she considers possible, but not in another. For example, in state t
of the model in Figure 1, pA is weakly dominant for Ann, but Ann does not know
this. Contrast this with the fact that > is also weakly dominant for Ann, but this
Ann knows.

Knowledge of weakly dominant strategies is a natural solution concept for
PAGs. But another important distinction must be made.

Definition 4 Given a pointed PAG (〈M,γi, . . . , γn〉, s) and an agent i, we say that
i has a weakly dominant strategy de dicto iff for any state t such that s ∼i t, i has
a weakly dominant strategy in the state game of t.
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Definition 5 Given a pointed PAG (〈M,γi, . . . , γn〉, s) and an agent i, we say
that i has a weakly dominant strategy de re iff there is some strategy for i which is
weakly dominant in the state game of any state t such that s ∼i t.

If an agent has a wd strategy de dicto, she knows that she has a wd strategy,
i.e., she has a wd strategy in all states she considers possible, but she does not
necessarily know which strategy is dominant; it is not necessarily the same strategy
that is dominant in all the possible states. If she has a wd strategy de re, on the other
hand, she knows which strategy is dominant; the same strategy is dominant in all
the states she considers possible. Of course, having a wd strategy de re implies
having one de dicto. The de dicto/de re distinction is well known in the knowledge
and action literature [5, 4]. In state s in the model in Figure 1, Ann has a wd
strategy de re, namely > (Bill also has one – which one?). An example where an
agent has a wd strategy de dicto but not de re will be shown later (Example 12).

What about the Nash equilibrium? Clearly, we can have similar situations:
there might be a Nash equilibrium without the agents knowing it; the agents might
know that there is a Nash equilibrium but not necessarily know what it is (there
might be different equilibria in different accessible states). However, what “know”
means here is not as clear as in the case of dominant strategies where knowledge
of a single agent was needed. In the case of the Nash equilibrium there are several
agents involved. Group notions of knowledge, such everybody-knows, distributed
knowledge and common knowledge, have been studied in the context of the de
dicto/de re distinction before [5]. For our purpose, we argue that the proper type
of group knowledge for knowing a Nash equilibrium de re is common knowledge,
since that is the assumption in game theory. Common knowledge of an equilibrium
among all agents corresponds to a common equilibrium in all states of the model
(since we assume connectedness). Thus, the existence of a Nash equilibrium de
re is a model property, rather than a pointed model property, unlike existence of
dominant strategies.

Definition 6 Given a PAG AG, we say that there is a Nash equilibrium de re if
there exists a tuple of formulae, one for each agent, which constitutes a Nash equi-
librium in the state game of every state in the PAG.

For example, in the PAG in Figure 1, there is a Nash equilibrium de re, because
the strategy profile (>,>) is a Nash equilibrium in all the state games. An example
where there are Nash equilibria in all the state games but no Nash equilibrium de
re will be shown later (Example 12).

4.1 The Induced Game

Can a PAG be viewed as a (single) strategic game? We suggest the following
definition.

Definition 7 Given a PAG AG = 〈M,γ1, . . . , γn〉 with M = (S,∼1, . . . ,∼n, V ),
the induced game GAG is defined as follows:
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• N = {1, . . . , n}

• Ai is the set of functions ai : S → Lel with the following properties:

– Truthfulness: M, s |= Kia(s) for any s

– Uniformity: s ∼i t⇒ ai(s) = ai(t)

Thus, a strategy ai ∈ Ai gives a possible announcement for each state,
but the same announcement for indiscernible states (note that the same an-
nouncements are always truthful in indiscernible states). Alternatively, ai

can be seen as a function mapping equivalence classes to announcements.

• The payoffs are defined as follows. For any state s in AG, let G(AG, s) =
(N, {As

i : i ∈ N}, {us
i : i ∈ N}) be the state game associated with s (Def.

2). Define, for any (a1, . . . , an) ∈ A1 × · · · ×An:

ui(a1, . . . , an) =
∑

s∈S u
s
i (a1(s), . . . , an(s))

|S|

There are various important points to consider in the above definition.

Strategies apply in all states First, strategies are defined as plans for action in
any possible state. This may look counter-intuitive if we want to find rational
actions in some particular state of a PAG: agents know the available actions in that
state (the same actions are available in all the states an agent considers possible).
However, even though the current state is a member of the equivalence class one
agent currently considers as possible states, she might consider many possibilities
for what another agent’s current equivalence class might be. Thus, she must take
into account what the other agent is likely to do in all of these circumstances. Thus,
a strategy must be description of behaviour for any contingency; even though each
agent will only choose actions that actually are available in the current state.

Common knowledge of the game Second, payoff is computed by taking the av-
erage over all states in the model. It is clear that it does not suffice to look only
in the current state, as each agent also might consider other states possible. But
why not, then, compute an agent’s payoff by taking the average over all the states
that agent considers possible (the agent’s equivalence class)? The reason is that
the strategic game must be common knowledge, in order for solution concepts such
that the Nash equilibrium to make sense. It might for example be that Ann consid-
ers it possible that Bill considers state u possible, but that state u is not in either
Ann’s or Bill’s equivalence class for a current state s. If we take the average over
only each agent’s equivalence class for s, u will not be taken into account. Aver-
aging over all reachable states corresponds to averaging over all states commonly
considered possible (all states accessible according to the accessibility relation for
common knowledge). This is also the reason that the induced game is not induced
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from a pointed PAG: the induced game is the same at all points. This is as it should
be, since the game should be common knowledge at any state. The computed
payoffs can be seen as expected payoffs, not expected by a particular agent in the
game, but expected payoffs as computed by a common knower – an agent whose
knowledge is exactly the common knowledge among all agents in the game.

Counting strategies in the induced game We observed that in the state game for
(M, s) a player i with m equivalence classes has 2m−1 strategies, and that these
strategies can be seen as taking the form of announcements whether some given
formula is known by player i. In the induced game we can also count the number
of strategies. The difference with the state game is that in a given state the player
now can choose any of these 2m−1 state game strategies. Given uniformity, this
means that player i has that freedom for each of her m equivalence classes. Of
course, the action chosen in one equivalence class does not have to be the action
chosen in another equivalence class: if Ann knows pA, she might want to announce
>, but if Ann knows ¬pA, she might not want to announce > but instead prefer to
announce ¬pA, etc. All these choices can be made completely independently. The
total number of strategies for the induced game is therefore 2m−1 × ...× 2m−1 (m
times) which equals (2m−1)m = 2(m−1)·m = 2m2−m. This delivers a staggering
number of strategy profiles ×i∈{1,...,n}2m2

i−mi (where the number of equivalence
classes for player i is mi). Given that the number of equivalence classes is in the
order of the number of states |M | of the model M , this gives us O(2(|M |·|M |·n))
strategy profiles.

We will shortly explain the induced game further through several examples.

Proposition 8 If agent i has a weakly dominant strategy de re in (AG, s) for every
state s in a PAGAG, there is a weakly dominant strategy for i in the induced game.

Proof A weakly dominant strategy a in the induced game is defined by taking
a(s) to be a wd strategy in the state game in s and choosing the same strategy
for all states int the same equivalence class (this is possible because the agent has
a strategy de re). Wlog. assume that there are only two agents, and that i = 1.
Suppose that a is not weakly dominant. Then there is some other strategy a′ for 1,
and some strategy b for 2 such that∑

s∈M us
1(a

′(s), b(s))
|M |

>

∑
s∈M us

1(a(s), b(s))
|M |

Since payoffs are positive, this implies that us
1(a

′(s), b(s)) > us
1(a(s), b(s)) for

some s. But then a(s) is not weakly dominant in the state game in s after all,
which is a contradiction. �

Definition 9 A Nash Announcement Equilibrium (NAE) of a PAG is a Nash equi-
librium of the induced game.
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Example 10 Let us continue Example 3. We construct the induced game as follows
(it is instructive to inspect the state games as illustrated in Fig. 1 on p. 6). AA (for
Ann) contains the following four strategies:

• a1
A: t, s 7→ >; u 7→ >

• a2
A: t, s 7→ >; u 7→ ¬pA

• a3
A: t, s 7→ pA; u 7→ >

• a4
A: t, s 7→ pA; u 7→ ¬pA

AB (for Bill) is as follows:

• a1
B: u, s 7→ >; t 7→ >

• a2
B: u, s 7→ >; t 7→ ¬pB

• a3
B: u, s 7→ pB; t 7→ >

• a4
B: u, s 7→ pB; t 7→ ¬pB

In order to compute the payoffs, we need to check the payoffs in the state games for
each state and combination of strategies. We have the following:

ax
A,a

y
B t s u

1, 1 01 11 10
1, 2 11 11 10
1, 3 01 10 10
1, 4 11 10 10
2, 1 01 11 11
2, 2 11 11 10
2, 3 01 10 11
2, 4 11 10 11
3, 1 01 01 10
3, 2 11 01 10
3, 3 01 11 10
3, 4 11 11 10
4, 1 01 01 11
4, 2 11 01 11
4, 3 01 11 11
4, 4 11 11 11

We get the following payoff matrix. We will henceforth write the payoffs without
dividing by the number of states, for ease of presentation (the equilibria do of
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course not depend on this):

a1
B a2

B a3
B a4

B

a1
A 22 32 21 31

a2
A 23 32 22 32

a3
A 12 22 22 32

a4
A 13 23 23 33

The Nash equilibria are underlined.
Thus, the Nash announcement equilibria of this PAG are as follows, informally:

(1,1) Both agents say nothing (informative), no matter what

(1,2) Ann says nothing, butBill says ¬pA if the state is t (whichBill can discern
from any other state) and nothing otherwise. Let us consider this in the case
that the current state is s. Ann knows that the actual state is either s or t,
but not which. Thus, in the equilibrium she will play> under the assumption
that Bill will play > if the actual state is s and ¬pA if the actual state is t
(Bill can discern between these two possibilities). Actually, Bill will play
>.

(2,1) Similarly, with Ann and Bill swapped

(3,3) Ann says pA if she knows it, i.e., if the state is in Ann’s equivalence class
{s, t}. Similarly for Bill.

(3,4) Ann says pA if she knows it, and Bill says pB if he knows it and ¬pB if he
knows that

(4,3) Similarly, for Ann and Bill swapped

(4,4) Both agents say everything they know

Example 11 (Counting strategies) In Example 3, both Ann and Bill have two
equivalence classes. An agent with m equivalence classes has 2n2−n strategies
in the induced game. Therefore, they both have 222−2 = 4 strategies. Indeed, this
was observed in the previous example.

For another example, let player A have three equivalence classes x, y, z, let
xy stand for the union of x and y, etc.; then the four dichotomies are xyz, x +
yz, y + xz, z + xy, and the total number of A strategies for the induced game is
232−3 = 26 = 64. One of those strategies (entirely put with reference to structural
properties of the model) is:

If x then xyz, if y then y + xz (i.e.: y), and if z then xyz.

Suppose, for a fairly typical arrangement, that A knows p in x, that A knows ¬p in
y, and that A is ignorant about p in z. In other words, x is the denotation of KAp,
y is the denotation of KA¬p, and z is the denotation of ¬(KAp ∨KA¬p) (which
is equivalent to the known formula KA¬(KAp ∨ KA¬p)). Then one of those 64
strategies, employing logical notation instead, is:
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if KAp then !T , if KA¬p then (!KA¬p∪!¬KA¬p), and if ¬(KAp ∨
KA¬p) then !T .

which in natural language becomes

if I know p then I make the trivial announcement, if I know ¬p then I
announce ¬p, and if I am ignorant about p then I also make the trivial
announcement.

Example 12 Define a PAG AG as follows. Let the model be as in Example 3, but
change the goals as follows:

γAnn = (KB(pA∧pB)∧¬KApB)∨(KB(¬pB∧pA)∧K̂AK̂B¬pA)∨(KA(pB∧¬pA)∧K̂BK̂A¬pB)

γBill = (KA(pA∧pB)∧¬KBpA)∨(KB(¬pB∧pA)∧K̂AK̂B¬pA)∨(KA(pB∧¬pA)∧K̂BK̂A¬pB)

Perhaps the reader finds these long formulae hard to read, but it suffices to trust
that they give the following state games:

•¬pB ,pA
t

Ann

�
�
� •pB ,pA

s
Bill

�
�
� •pB ,¬pA

u

�
�
�

> ¬pB

> 11 00
pA 00 00

> pB

> 00 01
pA 10 00

> pB

> 11 00
¬pA 00 00

The PAG has some properties not found in the PAG in Example 3 (Figure 1). First,
Ann has a weakly dominant strategy de dicto, but not de re, in the pointed PAG
(AG, s). The strategy pA is weakly dominant in s, but not in t. There is, however,
another weakly dominant strategy in t, namely >. Second, while every state game
has a Nash equilibrium, there does not exist a Nash equilibrium de re in AG.

We get the following induced game, where the strategies are as in Example 10:

a1
B a2

B a3
B a4

B

a1
A 22 11 12 01

a2
A 11 00 12 01

a3
A 21 21 00 00

a4
A 10 10 00 00

The Nash announcement equilibria are underlined. Let us consider the situation in
state s. There are several different Nash announcement equilibria, including: all
agents announce > in all states (including in s). Note that (>,>) is not a Nash
equilibrium in the state game in s. Another equilibrium is that both agents play
“down” (i.e., not >) in any state (also a Nash equilibrium in the state game in
s). Note that (a4

A, a
4
B) is a NAE while for example (a3

A, a
4
B) is not. If the current

state is s (or, from Ann’s perspective the current equivalence class is {s, t} and
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from Bill’s perspective {s, u}), Ann will in fact do exactly the same if she uses
strategy a3

A or a4
A. However, since Bill does not know whether Ann’s equivalence

class is {s, t} or {u}, he must also consider what Ann does in u – which is exactly
what differentiates a3

A and a4
A. Thus, the distinction between these two strategies

is significant, even in a state (s) where they give the same action.

Example 13 Let us consider a more regular and symmetric PAG than the ones
discussed so far. The situation is similar to the one in Example 3, but now Ann
knows that Bill does not know pA, and similarly for Bill/Ann/pB . The situation
is modelled by the following goal formulae and Kripke structure. We have also
shown the state games.

γAnn = (KBpA ∨KB¬pA) → (KApB ∨KA¬pB)
γBill = (KApB ∨KA¬pB) → (KBpA ∨KB¬pA)
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Again, the induced game has four distinct strategies for each agent:

x ax
A ax

B

1 s, t 7→ >; u, v 7→ > s, u 7→ >; t, v 7→ >
2 s, t 7→ >; u, v 7→ ¬pA s, u 7→ >; t, v 7→ ¬pB

3 s, t 7→ pA; u, v 7→ > s, u 7→ pB; t, v 7→ >
4 s, t 7→ pA; u, v 7→ ¬pA s, u 7→ pB; t, v 7→ ¬pB

The induced game (Nash equilibria underlined):

a1
B a2

B a3
B a4

B

a1
A 44 42 42 40

a2
A 24 33 33 42

a3
A 24 33 33 42

a4
A 04 24 24 44
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The game has two Nash equilibria. The first is that both agents say nothing, in all
states. The strategies in this equilibrium are both dominant strategies. The second
equilibrium (a4

A, a
4
B) is that both agents tell everything they know, in all states.

In Example 13 the Nash announcement equilibria are all “composed” of Nash
equilibria in the state game, in the following sense: for every NAE (a, b) and every
state s, (a(s), b(s)) is a Nash equilibrium in the state game in s (albeit not all
such compositions of Nash equilibria in the state games are NAE in the example).
Indeed, this is also the case in Example 3. Is this a general property of PAGs? No,
and a counter example is found in Example 12: (a1

A, a
1
B), because (a1

A(s), a1
B(s))

is not a Nash equilibrium in the state game in s.
We can establish a connection to having a Nash equilibrium de re, similarly to

Proposition 8 for dominant strategies.

Proposition 14 If there exists Nash equilibrium de re in a PAG, then there exists a
Nash announcement equilibrium.

Proof Assume wlog. that there are only two agents. If there is a Nash equilibrium
de re, then there is a strategy profile (x, y) which is a Nash equilibrium in every
state game. Let (a, b) be a strategy profile for the induced game such that a(s) = x
and b(s) = y for any s. Clearly, a and b are both uniform and truthful. Suppose
that (a, b) is not a Nash equilibrium in the induced game. Then there is a better
response a′ for one of the agents, again wlog. assume for agent 1. In other words,
there is a strategy a′ for agent 1 such that u1(a′, b) > u1(a, b). But this entails that
us

1(a
′(s), b(s)) > us

1(a(s), b(s)) for some state s, and thus that there is a strategy z
for agent 1 in the state game in s such that us

1(z, y) > us
1(x, y) – which contradicts

the fact that (x, y) is a Nash equilibrium in the state game in s. �

Proposition 14 does not hold in the other direction. A counter example is found
in Example 12.

5 Discussion

Boolean games The intimate connection between knowledge and strategies in
public announcement games distinguishes them from many other types of games.
In Boolean games [2, 7], each agent has a goal formula like in PAGs, and each
agent controls a set of primitive propositions which affects the truth value of the
goal formulas. In contrast, in PAGs an agent “controls” common knowledge of
any formula he or she knows. We have seen that we cannot simply view a pointed
PAG as Boolean type game, because the agents do not necessarily have common
knowledge about the game that is being played.

Bayesian games The most common model of strategic games with imperfect
information is the Bayesian game [3]. Public announcement games can be seen
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as Bayesian games. We base our comparison on the excellent presentation of
Bayesian games in [6]. This comparison is fairly straightforward. Given a pa-
rameter model M for a public announcement game, the required finite set of states
for the Bayesian game is the domain of that model. A signal observed by a player
i in the Bayesian game corresponds to the equivalence class of that player in the
model M , and the signal function mapping a state to the signal for player i in that
state therefore maps each state/world s in the domain ofM to the equivalence class
[s]∼i for the player i (where different players are assigned different classes).

Next the somewhat more tricky issue of the probability measure. In Bayesian
games it is assumed that each player has a probability measure over the set of
states. This can easily be adapted to the possible worlds framework: we assume
that all states/worlds in M get equal probability 1

|M | . This is justified because the
structure of the model M is assumed to be commonly known to all players, and
because no player has any a priori reason to prefer any state in M over any other.
Consider a typical example of an epistemic model M . Given a deal of cards over
n players where the players have been dealt their cards but where they have not
picked up their cards yet (and where the cards are lying face down on the table in
front of them), no player has any reason to prefer any particular deal over another;
no player has any reason to assume that she is more likely to get the ace of spades
than the three of hearts before picking up her cards (unless cheating or unfair play is
the case). In other words, an a priori equal distribution of probability over all states
in a Kripke model is a fairly standard assumption in the knowledge games that
we investigate. Similarly, the a posteriori distribution of probabilities for a player
i, after receiving her signal, is conditionalized over the states in her equivalence
class: once you picked up your cards, you no longer consider it possible that you
have other cards in your hands.

The actions (strategies) available to a player i in the Bayesian game corre-
spond to the non-deterministic announcements (player i announces whether she
knows some epistemic formula) that we defined as strategies for the state public
announcement game. For the purpose of computing equilibria of the induced pub-
lic announcement game we defined strategies somewhat differently, namely as con-
ditionalized actions such as ‘If i knows p, then i announces p, and if i knows ¬p,
then i makes the trivial announcement’; in other words, given the requirement for
uniform strategies, in the induced PAG a pure strategy for player i is a total func-
tion from signals for i (i-equivalence classes) to announcements by i (actions). In
Bayesian games the relation between actions and players is modelled differently: to
compute an equilibrium for a Bayesian game we define the game where each com-
bination (i, ti) of a player i and a signal (equivalence class in our case, therefore:)
ti = [s]∼i defines a virtual player. The equilibria are then computed for the game
with those virtual players. For example, instead of the single strategy above we
would get two strategies, for different players, namely (replacing the equivalence
class by the formula denoting it) ‘Player (i,Kip) plays (announces) p’, ‘Player
(i,Ki¬p) plays (announces) the trivial announcement’. For pure strategy equilib-
ria this does not make a difference between Bayesian games and induced public
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announcement games in our modelling.
For mixed equilibria this seems less clear, but we conjecture that the match

with Bayesian games is perfect, and that also the mixed equilibria should be iden-
tical for both modellings. Here, we can illustrate the problem by our example.
Consider a mixed strategy equilibrium for an induced PAG where for player i the
strategy ‘If i knows p, then i announces p, and if i knows ¬p, then i makes the
trivial announcement’ has weight 0.4. It seems (naively – we are thinking ahead
to our solution, to follow) that the corresponding mixed strategy for the Bayesian
modelling should have for player (i,Kip) the strategy ‘(announce) p’ with weight
0.4 and for (different) player (i,Ki¬p) strategy ‘(announce) the trivial announce-
ment’ with weight 0.4 as well. But in the Bayesian modelling pure strategies for
different players can of course also have different weights, e.g., for player (i,Kip)
the strategy ‘(announce) p’ with weight 0.6 and for player (i,Ki¬p) strategy ‘(an-
nounce) the trivial announcement’ weight 0.3. What would correspond to that in
the induced public announcement game? We conjecture that a one-to-one cor-
respondence can be defined: in order to determine the latter we need to take all
induced PAG strategies into account that have a conditional part ‘If i knows p, then
i announces p’ and also all induced PAG strategies that have another conditional
part ‘if i knows ¬p, then i makes the trivial announcement’. And there are more
of those than the single pure strategy ‘If i knows p, then i announces p, and if i
knows ¬p, then i makes the trivial announcement’, for example, another one is ‘If
i knows p, then i makes the trivial announcement, and if i knows ¬p, then i makes
the trivial announcement’. We intend to resolve this issue in future research.

Question-answer games Consider a different game. Instead of players choosing
what to announce, players choose what questions to pose to another player, where
the other player is obliged to answer the question truthfully. Of course there are
just as many questions to be posed to player j as (truly) different announcements
for player j to make. And one variable in such a game could be that a player i
whose turn it is may choose another player j to ask a question to. We can already
observe that, given such a choice, the total number of strategies of the induced
question-answer game is also countable given some model M involving at least
players i and j as initial parameters. Instead of 2m2−m pure strategies for player
i with m equivalence classes, we now have 2mjmi−mi pure strategies for player i
asking player j a question, where player i has mi equivalence classes and player j
has mj equivalence classes. This we can see as follows. There are 2mj−1 different
dichotomies for player j (i.e. coursenings of player j’s partition), and for each of
mi different equivalence classes for the requesting player i, she may choose one
of those questions, therefore the total number of pure strategies is (2mj−1)mi =
2mjmi−mi .

This sort of question-answer game is defined as a knowledge game in van Dit-
marsch PhD thesis [9], for the more general case where the question is public but
the answer may be semi-public: the other players know what the question is, but
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may only partially observe the answer (e.g., the question may be to show a card
only to the requesting player but where there is common knowledge of some card
being shown; the alternatives are the different cards to be shown, from our current
perspective a subset of all different questions to be asked namely only those with
singleton equivalence classes). These matters is also addressed in [10, 11].

Stefan Minica, ILLC, University of Amsterdam, is currently investigating such
question-answer games in collaboration with us.

Further generalizations Is our definition of the Nash announcement equilibrium
the right one? We have argued that it is reasonable and has desirable properties,
e.g., it is an equilibrium of a game that is common knowledge among all agents, and
the payoffs are expected payoffs computed by a “common knower”. Further studies
of its properties are needed, and this is work in progress. In future work we will
also study mixed strategies, we will look at more fine grained goal models which
do not necessarily give binary payoffs, for example lists of prioritised goals [1],
and we will model situations with sequential announcements by using extensive
form games.
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